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Piano treble and bass clef notes chart

This lesson is about the accounting lines. What are they? First of all, to better understand what they are, we need to know what a staff is. Musical staff is the basis on which notes are drawn. It consists of five lines and four spaces. Each line or space on the staff represents a white key on your piano. My best recommendation: Click here to see the BEST piano/keyboard course I
have seen on the Internet. There are two staves (plural for staff). There is a treble cane and a bass cane with a treble key and a bass key, respectively. The notes of the lines on the treble staff from bottom to top are E-G-B-D-F, while the notes of the spaces are F-A-C-E. For the bass staff, the notes of the bottom-to-top lines are G-B-D-F-A. The notes of the spaces for the bass are
A-C-E-G. This would give us a total of 9 notes for the treble staff and 9 notes for the bass staff. Looks like we got a problem. Only eighteen notes? What about all the other piano notes? After all, some keyboards have 61 and 76 keys and a piano has up to 88 keys. What looks like a problem is solved by accounting lines. When we're out of staff space, we add ledger (or leger) lines.
These very short lines extend line 5, 4 spatial staves, allowing us to add additional notes. They can be added above or below the treble and bass staff. Those below the staff are the lowest notes, while the above are higher notes. As a beginner, the first line of leger you should learn is the middle C. In the large cane, middle C is located between the treble and bass cane, as shown
in the diagram on the right. On the piano, if the C media is written with a ledger line under the treble staff, you play it with your right hand. If the line is above the bass cane, touch it with your left hand. The middle C is located in the center of the piano. Here is a diagram showing several accounting lines: As a beginner, you shouldn't worry too much about the very high and low.
Your focus should be primarily on the lines and spaces on the staff and the middle C. Then gradually add read lines as you go. You wouldn't usually use more than two lines. Learning happens step by step and there's no need to rush. It may seem difficult to understand at first glance, but it's very easy to name the notes. All you have to do is keep raising or lowering the musical
alphabet, A-B-C-D-E-F-G. How to avoid several accounting lines This is where things get a little more complicated. If you're a beginner, don't let this bother you too much. It'll take a long time before you get to this level. But it's good to know though so you can see the big picture. In piano music, several lines of can make visual reading difficult. Other methods are often ignored and
used to resolve this issue. These methods include the octave, 8th, 15th, 8vb, and 15mb commands. 8th means that a note or section will play one octave higher than the one written, 15th whole means you must play two octaves higher. Let's say that necessary to play the last C note on an 88-key piano. This note is C8. Instead of writing this note on the 9th line of leger above the
treble staff, 15ma can be used above C6, so it is easy to identify the note. Suppose you need to play the lowest note on an 88-key piano. This note is A0 and can be written just below the sixth leger line below the bass staff. Instead of adding so many leger lines, it could be written with 15mb in A2 or 8vb in A1. Another way to avoid accounting lines for very low notes on the treble
staff is to invade the bass staff. Simply write the notes on the bass staff. Sometimes these lines are avoided by adding a temporary G cut on the bass staff or a temporary F-clef on the treble staff. Learning to Read Piano Notes Piano Notes Piano Notes and Keys Comments Memorize line note patterns and space notes from the treble and bass keys is a useful strategy for learning
to read music. When printed music is used to play the piano, the treble and bass keys identify the notes. The only purpose of a key in life is to tell you the names of lines and spaces on the staff so you can play piano music accurately. If the key could speak, I would say something like, For this note set, lines and spaces represent these keys. The music uses several different keys,
but as a keyboardist you're in luck — you only need to know two — the treble key and the bass key. You can think of it as having a key for each hand because you usually play the notes on the treble key with your right hand and the notes on the bass key with your left hand. Playing the Treble Key The treble key is also called the G key because it looks like a (very) stylized G.
circles around the second staff line that (not coincidentally) represents note G. The G line surrounded by the treble key is not for any old G key. It is the G closest to the center of the keyboard. After finding this G, reading the other lines and spaces on the staff is as easy as reciting the alphabet. Going low to the key under His left hand usually touches the bottom notes on the
keyboard, which are also called bass notes. (For the record, that's pronounced as a base, not as the fish you caught last weekend.) Base notes are usually indicated by the bass key. Like the treble key, the bass key surrounds a particular line that represents a particular note: F. You can remember the special relationship between the bass key and note F thinking about the
following two things: The two points of the bass key surround the staff line representing note F. The bass key looks like a stylized F (use your imagination). Can to the key under the F key or just think of it as a stylized B (the dots are the hump) for the bass. The bass key does not surround the F just below the G-treble key. Instead, this F is an octave grouping below (or on the left).
To read the notes on the bass key, simply start with the F line and travel down (backward) and up (forward) through Alphabet. If you've ever seen a piece of piano music, you probably noticed it split into two parts. These two parts show so-called treble keynotes and bass key notes. Together they tell both hands what notes to play. If you want to improve your manual coordination
you can consult this article. Most beginners learn to read the treble key first, as in piano music the right hand often plays the melody. This means that much less time is spent reading the bass key. Even experienced pianists are often much slower at reading bass keynotes even though you can learn to read the piano sheet faster. So if you feel that your left hand piano note
reading is lagging behind, then don't worry. This post will teach you some tools that will help you speed up your ability to read the bass key. How to read bass key piano notesThe bass key staff system consists of 5 horizontal lines. Like notes for the right hand, bass key notes can sit on the line (line note), or in the spaces between two lines (space note). If you look at the note chart
below, you will see that Average C is a line note. Note 1 below medium C, which is B, is a space note. This line pattern – space – line – space continues all the way through the bass key. Rhymes help you remember bass keynotesUse the note chart to identify each bass keynote would be very slow and cumbersome. That's why it's a common practice for beginners to learn two
rhymes that can help them quickly identify notes. Here is the rhyme for all line notes: And rhyme it for all space notes: Try to memorize these two rhymes, or even make your own! Interval readingWhen reading music, you can rely on the above rhymes to quickly identify notes. However, it would be a slow process. Here's the solution: Most of the time you can use something
called interval reading. Intervals describe the distance between two notes. Now it's time to open the Skoove app and navigate to the Beginner Course 2. Open the Lean On Me &amp; Left Hand lesson or alternatively look at this score: Identify the first note using rhymes. In this example the first note is E. E is a spatial note. The third note is a line note (D) and therefore directly
neighbors the E. This simply translates to the next white key on the keyboard. Apart from finding the game note, how many times are you going to use the rhymes to play this part of your left hand? That's right, none! Once you have the starting note, the notes only move up and down by one's jumps. Simply transfer these jumps in steps up or down with your fingers, and you will
be easily able to touch the bass notes. This following example is from Enya's Only if song also from the 2.RECAP beginner course: There are two ways to read bass keynotes, using rhymes to identify each note, and using the interval reading technique. Always use rhymes to find the start note. De De In, read the intervals (jumps) between the notes and make the same jump on
the piano keys with your fingers. Only reuse rhymes if the jump between two notes is greater than 2. be sure to put this new approach into practice by taking your best posture and playing through all the songs in the Beginner Piano 1 course. Intermediates should take a look at all the great songs from the intermediate song courses. Author of this blog post: Elliot Hogg – Leeds
Music Tutor who specializes in piano teaching, music theory and musical composition. Composition.
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